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Abstract—

Predicting the next page to be accessed by Web users has attracted a large amount of research work lately due to the
positive impact of such prediction on different areas of Web based applications. Major techniques applied for this
intention are Markov model and clustering. There are two types of Markow Model low and higher order. Markow
Model of low order consist of with low accuracy, while Markow Models of high order are associated with high state of
space complexity. On the other hand, clustering methods are not used for classifications as they are unsupervised
methods. This paper involves incorporating clustering with low order Markov model techniques. Meaningful clusters
are created by dividing pre-processed data and these are used as training data for performing 2 nd order Markov model
techniques. Different distance measures of k-means clustering algorithm are examined in order to find an optimal
one. Experiments reveal that incorporating clustering of Web documents according to Web services with low order
Markov model improves the web page prediction accuracy.
Keywords— Markov, behaviour, K-means, unsupervised k-means.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today the world is totally depending on the web. Which results in increase of digital data on the Web, due to this there
overwhelming amount of research in the area of Web, and also there is research in user browsing personalization and
next page access prediction. There is not a single theory or approach related to handling large and increasing amount of
data with improved efficiency, performance and accuracy, since this issue is complicated. Two of the most common
approaches used for Web user browsing pattern prediction are Markov model and clustering. These approaches has lots
of disadvantages and limitations. Because of high accuracy in predictions Markow model is used. Low order Markov
models have higher accuracy and lower coverage than clustering. In order to overcome low coverage, all-kth order
Markov models have Been used where the highest order is first applied to predict a next page. The order is decreased by
one, If it fails to predict the page, until prediction is successful. The coverage is increased , but it is associated with
higher state of space complexity On the other hand, clustering methods are not used for classifications as they are
unsupervised methods. However, proper clustering groups users’ sessions with similar browsing history together, and
this facilitates classification. Instead of actual sessions clustering is performed on the cluster sets. Clustering accuracy is
mainly depends on the proper selected features for partitioning. For example, partitioning which is based on semantic
relationships or link structure or contents usually provides higher accuracy than partitioning based on frequency, time
spent or bit vector. However, there is limit for even the semantic, contents and link structure accuracy is limited due to
the unidirectional nature of the clusters and the multidirectional structure of Web pages. This paper involves
implementation of a clustering algorithm where Web sessions are partitioned into clusters and then Markov model
techniques are applied based on the clusters for accuracy and better performance of access prediction of next page.
Section 2 mainly concentrates at at previous literature in the field of Markov model techniques along with combining
clustering. Section 3 mainly revolves round the process which is acquired to achieve better prediction of next page. In
section 4, we prove our new process experimentally and section 5 concludes our work Set.
II. LITERATURE
Predicting the next page to be accessed by the web user uses two frameworks like Markov model and clustering. Many
research papers used , Markov model or a combination of both techniques to address Web page prediction by using
clustering. Kim et al. combine most prediction models (Markov model, sequential association rules, association rules and
clustering) in order to improve the prediction recall. Web mining techniques are use in the the proposed model . However,
the new model solely depends on many essential and effective factors, like the confidence thresholds, existence of a Web
site link structure and the support. These are the major factors which affect the order and the performance of the applied
models and the new model. Cadez et al. on the other hand, used the different approach and combined first order Markov
model with clustering. They implemented first order Markov model using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
where they partitioned site users using a model-based clustering approach. They displayed the paths for users within each
cluster after partitioning the users into clusters, Our work is not a model based but distance based and we used Markov
model for prediction rather than clustering. In another paper the authors construct Markov models from log files and they
use co-citation and coupling similarities for measuring the conceptual relationships between Web pages that combines
both Markov model and clustering techniques for Web page link prediction. To Cluster conceptually related pages
Citation Cluster algorithm is then proposed. A hierarchy of the Web site is constructed from the clustering results. The
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authors then combine Markov model based link prediction to the conceptual hierarchy into a prototype called ONE to
assist users’ navigation. The authors implement a hierarchical clustering technique which could lead to running time
complexity with large Web log files. Web page prediction performance was improved by previous work, none of the
papers showed an improvement in the Web page prediction accuracy. Kim et. al used a combination of models but did
not improve the Web page prediction accuracy. Our work proves to outperform previous work in terms of Web page
prediction accuracy using a combination of clustering and Markov model techniques. We implement a simple clustering
algorithm, k-means algorithm where using different distance measures which can lead to different results. Al the results
were analyzed and optimal was chosen.
III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY
Web page prediction means in short is anticipating the next page to be accessed by the user or the link the Web user will
click at next when browsing a Web site. For example, what may be chance that a web browser visiting a site that sells
computers will buy an extra mouse while buying a laptop? Or, maybe there is a greater chance the user will buy an
external usb optical drive instead. Users’ past browsing experience is very fundamental in extracting such information.
This is when modeling techniques come at hand. For instance, using clustering algorithms, we are able to personalize
users according to their browsing experience. Different users with different browsing behavior are grouped together and
then prediction is performed based on the data mining and also based on the users’ link path in the appropriate cluster.
Similar kind of prediction can be in effect using Markov models conditional probability. For instance, if 50% of the users
access page D after accessing pages ABC, then there is a 50/50 chance that a new user that accesses pages ABC
predicting user intent on web.
IV. MARKOV MODELS
Markov models are becoming very commonly used in the identification of the next page to be accessed by the Web site
user based on the sequence of previously accessed pages Let P = {p1, p2, …, pm} be a set of pages in a Web site. Let W
be a user session including a sequence of pages visited by the user in a visit. Assuming that the user has visited l pages,
then prob (pi|W) is the probability that the user visits pages pi next. Page pl+1 the user will visit next is estimated We
combine clustering and markov model for project implementation Will access page D next. Our work improves the Web
page access prediction accuracy by combining both Markov model and clustering techniques. It is based on dividing Web
sessions into groups according to Web services and performing Markov model analysis using clusters of sessions instead
of the whole data set. This process involves the following steps:
I. Preprocess the Web server log files in a manner where similar Web sessions are allocated to appropriate categories.
II. Analyze and calculate using data mining different distance measures and determine the most effective and suitable
distance measure
III. According to the chosen distance measure, Decide on the number of clusters (k) and partition the Web sessions into
clusters
IV. Return the data to its uncategorized and expanded state for each cluster .
V. Perform Markov model analysis using whole data set.
VI Find the appropriate cluster the item belongs to for each item in the test data set,.
VII. Calculate 2-Markov model accuracy using the cluster data as the training data set.
VIII. Calculate the total prediction accuracy based on clusters.
IX. Compare the Markov model accuracy of the clusters to that of the whole data set.
V. FEATURE SELECTION
Before applying clustering techniques and Because of the overwhelming amount of web data, it is very important to
group data according to some features. This feature will help us to reduce the state space and will make the clustering
task simpler. If the features are not selected appropriately, there is no way we can get good clusters no matter what type
of clustering algorithm is used. wang et al. presented different feature selections and metrics that form the base of ecommerce customer groupings for clustering purposes. They examined many features like resource usage, services
request, pattern of navigation pattern . The result of their experimentations proved that all features yield similar results
and thus, grouping customers according to one of the features selected should do the job. For our purposes, we are
grouping the pages, and not users, according to services requested since it is applicable to our log data and is very simple
to implement. This yields best results if we group the pages according to services requested.
VI. PROJECT METHODOLOGY
Proposed Methodology Web users are facing the problems of information overload and drowning due to the
significant and rapid growth in the amount of information and the number of users. As a result, how to provide Web
users with more exactly needed information is becoming a critical issue in web-based information retrieval and Web
applications. Though the many websites provides Internet shopping Facilities for convenience, and to save the time of the
customers, only 10% customers are using online shopping facility due to some problems like finding relevant
information, producing new knowledge, poor performance of the web pages etc. Based on suggestions from literature we
developed a methodology shown in above architecture, which can be used for general applications of web usage mining.
It is a behavioral adaptation process to the analysis of web data. Web data are a real source to analyze the user behavior
in the web. An important step is cleaning and preprocessing of the web data. Personalization of web sites is a very
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challenging field of both, current research as well as applications that have as goals e.g. individualized marketing for eshopping or dynamic recommendations to a web visitor based on his/her profile and usage behavior. Analyzing web data
can also be used for system improvements providing the key to understanding web traffic behavior. Advanced load
balancing, data distribution or policies for web caching as well as higher security standards are potential benefits of such
improvements. Similar analyses could be used for modification of web sites. Understanding visitors’ behavior in a web
site provides hints for adequate design and update decisions. Business intelligence covers the application of intelligent
techniques in order to improve certain businesses, mainly in marketing.

VII.
PROPOSED MODEL
In order to study web user navigational behavior it will be important to clarify the system first. Web users are
considered human entities that, by means of a web browser, access information resources in a hypermedia space called
the World Wide Web (WWW). Common web users’ objectives are information foraging (looking for information about
something), social networking activities (e.g. Facebook), e-commerce transactions (e.g. Amazon Shopping), bank
operations, etc. On the other hand, the hypermedia space is organized into web pages that can be described as perceived
compact subunits called ―web objects.‖ The design of web pages is created by ―web masters‖ that are in charge of a
group of pages called a ―web site.‖ Therefore, the WWW consists of a vast repository of interconnected web sites for
different purpose. While current approaches for studying the web user’s browsing behavior are based on generic machine
learning approaches, a rather different point of view is developed in this thesis. A model based on the neurophysiology
theory of decision making is applied to the link selection process. This model has two stages, the training stage and the
simulation stage. In the first, the model’s parameters are adjusted to the user’s data. In the second, the configured agents
are simulated within a web structure for recovering the expected behavior. The main difference with the machine
learning approach consists in the model being independent of the structure and content of the web site. Furthermore,
agents can be confronted with any page and decide which link to follow (or leave the web site). This important
characteristic makes this model appropriate for heavily dynamic web sites. Another important difference is that the
model has a strong theoretical basis built upon physical phenomenon. Traditional approaches are generic, but this
proposal is based on a state-of-the-art theory of brain decision making. The proposal is based on the Markov’s Model.
The Markov’s model simulates the artificial web user’s session by estimating the user’s page Sequences and furthermore
by determining the time taken in selecting an action, such as leaving the site or proceeding to another web page.
Experiments performed using artificial agents that behave in this way highlight the similarities between artificial results
and a real web user mode of behavior. Furthermore, the performance of the artificial agents is reported to have similar
statistical behavior to humans. If the web site semantic does not change, the set of visitors remains the same. This
principle enables the predicting of changes in the access pattern to web pages related to small changes in the web site that
preserve the semantic. The web user’s behavior could be predicted by simulation and then services could be optimized.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The paper gives a brief literature survey of research field in web user browsing prediction.the higher order markov model
is studed and found to be best for methodology to implement.
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